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Abstract
This work uses agent-based modelling (ABM) to simulate sexually transmitted infection
(STIs) spread within a population of 1000 agents over a 10-year period, as a preliminary
investigation of the suitability of ABM methodology to simulate STI spread. The work
contrasts compartmentalized mathematical models that fail to account for individual
agents, and ABMs commonly applied to simulate the spread of respiratory infections.
The model was developed in C++ using the Boost 1.47.0 libraries for the normal
distribution and OpenGL for visualization. Sixteen agent parameters interact
individually and in combination to govern agent profiles and behaviours relative to
infection probabilities. The simulation results provide qualitative comparisons of STI
mitigation strategies, including the impact of condom use, promiscuity, the form of the
friend network, and mandatory STI testing. Individual and population-wide impacts
were explored, with individual risk being impacted much more dramatically by
population-level behaviour changes as compared to individual behaviour changes.
Keywords: Agent based modelling, modelling and simulation, sexually transmitted
diseases, social networks

Introduction
The objective of this work was to develop an agent-based model (ABM) to simulate the
spread of sexually transmitted infections (STIs) within a population of interacting agents. As
a preliminary application of the ABM methodology to STI spread, the focus of this work was
to explore the inherent suitability and potential of the ABM method to this particular context.
Agent based modelling is becoming an effective tool in understanding infection spread and is
particularly well suited to environments where the agents themselves and their interaction
with one another are the principal vectors of infection spread. Agent-based models have
emerged in the past decades as a complementary approach to the long history of differential
equation-based models that require a macroscopic perspective of the population of interest
[
1].
Agent based modelling is ‘bottom-up’ systems modelling from the perspective of constituent
parts. Systems are modelled as a collection of agents (in this case, people) imbued with
properties: characteristics, behaviours (actions), and interactions that attempt to capture
actual properties of individuals. In the most general context, agents are both adaptive as well
as autonomous decision-making entities who are able to assess their situation, make
decisions, compete with one another on the basis of a set of rules, and adapt future behaviours
on the basis of past interactions. Agent properties may be conceived by the modeller or may
be derived from actual data that reasonably describe agents’ behaviours – i.e. their
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movements and their interactions with other agents. The modeller’s task is to determine
which data sources best govern agent profiles in a given ABM simulation [2],[3].
The foundational premise and conceptual depth of ABM is that simple rules of individual
behaviour will aggregate to illuminate or exhibit complex and emergent group-level
phenomena that is not specifically encoded by the modeller [3],[3]. This emergent behaviour
may be counterintuitive or a complex behavioural whole that is greater than the sum of its
parts. Furthermore, ABM provides a natural description of a system that can be calibrated
and validated by subject matter experts, and is flexible enough to be tuned to high degrees of
sensitivity in agent behaviours and interactions. ABMs are considered particularly applicable
to situations where interactions are local and potentially complex, where agents are
heterogeneous, where the phenomenon has inherent temporal aspects, and where agents are
adaptive [2]-[5].
Much of the work in ABM to date has focussed on the simulation of contact-based infection
spread associated with influenza-like illnesses and other respiratory infections, including
coarse-scale community, country, and global models [6]-[13] to finer-scale community and
institutional models [14],[15].
Increasingly, there are considerable data that can be used to improve the fidelity of an ABM
in representing real social networks in ways that are highly amenable to understanding the
type of contacts (casual and behaviour-agnostic) that facilitate infection spread. These data
may be generated for other purposes but are increasingly available toward secondary and
tertiary applications within an emerging ‘data culture’. These data that can be mined and
analysed to generate agent contact and movement patterns include, for example, intelligent
transportation systems (vehicular, public, air travel, etc), cellular service provider data, and a
range of location-based services and technologies that may leverage Smartphones and other
Bluetooth-enabled mobile devices.
Additionally, there is a large body of literature on modelling sexually transmitted infection
spread based on equation-based monolithic approaches or compartmental mathematical
models [15],[16],[17]. Monolithic analytical models use one governing equation to model the
population, while compartmental tools reduce the population to a few key characteristics
which are relevant to the infection under consideration. These models are limited to treating
simplified scenarios and are not amenable to including data directly pertaining to each
individual agent. In contrast, the strength of ABM lies in its detailed and naturalistic
representation of agents and scenarios and the ability to directly integrate real data.
However, modelling of sexually transmitted infections presents a more significant challenge
to ABMs than modelling of contact-based respiratory infections. Proximate contact and
geographical location (important factors in respiratory infection spread) are a minor factor in
STI transmission, while agent behaviour becomes a defining parameter, including the
formation of relationships, and an agent’s network of contacts through which relationships
may be established. In addition the topic of sexually transmitted infections and sexual
behaviour is a sensitive topic for most people, and accurate and full disclosure of activities in
order to accurately characterize agents in the model is difficult to achieve.
This work derives novelty in applying the ABM methodology to the context of STI spread,
which has traditionally been modelled by equation-based and compartmental methods. At
the early stage of applying ABM methods to the simulation of STI spread, qualitative
comparison to general known outcomes is a meaningful objective. Overall, the usefulness of
ABM validation by qualitative comparison to known outcomes has been established by
others[1].
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There are known limitations stated at the end of the paper, and these limitations would need
to be addressed thoroughly before reliable results could be extracted from the simulation. At
this stage of the work, the focus is on exploring the potential and suitability of the ABM
method to this context. Drawing on these findings, future work will refine the ABM and then
emphasize and analyse the results of the simulations themselves in detail.

Methods
The Agent Based Model
This work developed an agent-based model to simulate the spread of sexually transmitted
infections, or STIs, which are difficult to study directly. The study created an ABM of a
population of sexually active people. A disease is introduced to this population from the
external world, and its progress can be traced through the model. This approach allows the
effects of various mitigative and control policies and behaviours to be easily analyzed. The
use of a computer model allows thousands of populations to be tested in a short amount of
time, so the possible effects of new policies and behaviours can be evaluated quickly and
easily.
Within the model, each agent has both predetermined and fixed parameters which regulate
their behaviour. Each agent can also be in a number of different states which affect the
expression of their predetermined parameters. The movement of agents from a healthy state
to an infected state simulates the spread of a sexually transmitted infection through the
population.
Each simulation was run with a population of 1000 people for a period of 10 simulated years
(3652 days) after the initial infection. These output included the proportion of the population
which was infected, and records of the individuals along with their final infection state and
the number of people to whom they passed the infection. In all cases, the original source of
the infection is the “outside world”, and the infection enters the population through sexual
contact between the population and the outside world.
The process of simulating a population involves two major steps. The population is generated
and a period of one year is simulated without any chance of infection in order for the
proportion of monogamous relationships to become stable. Following this initial calibration
step, the simulation runs for exactly 10 years after the first agent in the population is infected.
Each simulation is repeated approximately 5000 times with a new population generated each
time. Results are accumulated and averaged to show the trends in the data.
The ABM framework was coded in C++ using the Boost 1.47.0 libraries for the normal
distribution and OpenGL for visualization.
Model Setup
The first step of simulation is the generation of the agent population. Each individual agent
in the simulation is randomly assigned unique values which will govern their behaviour.
These values are assigned from a distribution which is characterized by global mean and
standard deviation parameters. These global distribution parameters define the mean and
variance of a parameter in a population, but each individual agent is assigned a specific and
fixed value for each parameter upon generation, so that their profile is unique in relation to
other agents in the simulation. Standard parameter values for the distributions are given in
Table 1.
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For both the baseline simulation scenario and to explore various intervention scenarios, the
simulation is run multiple times from same initial model conditions in order to average the
results. The population of agents is regenerated for each simulation run, so that the agents are
different each time, but the distributions from which their parameter values are drawn are
constant for a given scenario.
More specifically, each agent is randomly assigned to be male or female. Following this, each
person is assigned a unique value for each of 15 unique parameters, which vary with a
restricted normal distribution between 0 and 1 (Table 1). Each of these 15 parameters
represents a probability, or an offset to a probability. A 16th parameter, “desiredFriends” is an
integer and is determined by taking the floor of a normally distributed value with a mean of 2
and a standard deviation of 2, and re-rolling the value if it falls below 1. In this manner
everyone has at least one friend. Where possible, parameter values were informed by the
body of literature on the topic [18],[19].
Friendship Model
The “friendship” model simulates connections between people. These connections may be
interpreted as frequent contact: a close friend, a co-worker, etc. During the simulation, these
links and networks will often be used to find partners for relationships and for sex.
Realistically, a person would be expected to have many such connections, but this model only
included the most relevant. For the sake of clarity, from now on these connections will be
referred to as friends.
The “cliqueFactor” parameter has the ability to control the separation of people into tight
groups of friends (high cliqueFactor) or a more connected but randomly shaped network (low
cliqueFactor). A cliqueFactor of 0.7 was chosen as the standard value for the model, which
gives a well-connected network with tight clusters of friends. The network evolves over time
as relationships instantiated and later dissolve, while maintaining a small world flavour.
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Table 1: Population parameters with standard values

Parameter

Type

Mean

Std. Dev.

Description

IsMale

50/50

NA

NA

Male or Female

baseSexAvailability (bSA)

Re-roll

M = 0.5
F = 0.03

M = 0.2
F = 0.05

Base chance of availability for sex outside of
monogamy

baseSexSeeking (bSS)

Restricted

M = 0.1 M = 0.1
F = 0.002 F = 0.002

Base chance to be seeking sex if also available,
outside of monogamy

baseCondomUse (bCU)

Restricted

0.9

0.5

Base chance of desiring a condom

AvailableMonogamy

Re-roll

0.08

0.04

Chance of being available for a new mono.
relationship

SeekingMonogamy

Re-roll

0

0.01

Chance of
relationship

ExitMonogamy

Re-roll

0

0.001

Chance of terminating an existing mono.
relationship

MonogamousSexRate

Re-roll

0.15

0.1

Chance of desiring sex during monogamy

monoSexAvailabilityDecrease Dependent 1 x bSA

0.4 x bSA

Offset to bSA while monogamous

monoSexSeekingDecrease

Dependent 1 x bSS

0.3 x bSS

Offset to bSS while monogamous

MonoCondomDecrease

Restricted

0.5

Offset to bCU while monogamous

diseaseAvailabilityDecrease

Dependent 1.2 x bSA 0.8 x bSA

Offset to bSA while diseased

DiseaseSeekingDecrease

Dependent 1.5 x bSS 0.5 x bSS

Offset to bSS while diseased

DiseaseCondomIncrease

Restricted

0.8

0.5

Offset to bCU while diseased

TestingHealthy

Restricted

-0.1

0.05

Daily chance of getting tested while healthy

TestingSymptoms

Restricted

0.1

0.1

Daily chance of getting tested while symptomatic

DesiredFriends

Special

2

2

Desired number of friends

0.5

seeking

a

new

monogamous

Simulation
The simulation of the infection spread through the population happens in discrete units of
time, chosen to be one day per step. During each simulated day, the following steps are done
in order. The simulation continues for 3652 days (10 years) after the first agent is infected.
While the model is running there are a number of relationship changes that can occur. These
include:
Step 1 - Monogamy changes:
In this step, a list of people in monogamous relationships is generated, along with
probabilities of relationships ending, new relationships desired, and new monogamous
relationships formed within the population. When new relationships form, there is a
95% chance that a person will choose someone from within their friend network, and a
5% chance that a person will choose someone at random from the list of available
people. Finding someone through the friend network uses a breadth-first search of up to
5 hops, with the closest available person of the opposite gender selected. If more than
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one person is found at the same distance, then one is selected at random. If no suitable
person is found using the friend network, then the seeker will default to selecting
someone at random from the list of available people of the opposite gender. The above
process is repeated until either the seeking list is depleted, or the list of available people
is depleted of either gender. At this point, monogamous relationship matching is
completed.
Step 2 – Determining Sexual Encounters:


Monogamous Sexual Encounters: Each person in a monogamous relationship
uses their monogamousSexRate variable in order to determine if they desire
monogamous sex. This value is first modified by subtracting their
diseaseAvailabilityDecrease parameter if they are confirmed to have the
infection. If they are symptomatic for the infection, but have not been tested,
then they subtract half of the value of this parameter. If the resulting value is
less than zero, then a zero probability is used.



Non-monogamous sexual encounters: This is a complex parameter impacted
by sex availability and modulated by the agent’s non or symptomatic state, but
following the general process of matching people into monogamous
relationships. “Cheating” within monogamous relationships is also accounted
for.

Step 3 - Spreading the Infection:
While the model is running there are a number of factors that impact the spread of
infection, including the baseCondomUse parameter modified by their monogamy status
and their infection status (including varying probabilities for symptomatic but
unconfirmed, vs. tested and confirmed). Once condom use has been determined, each
encounter between a person who is uninfected and a person with the infection has a
probability of infection transmission (modified by condom use) and a subsequent
probability of becoming symptomatic if infected. Becoming symptomatic further
impacts probability of testing and probability of behaviour modification.
Step 4 - Testing for Infection:
The final step in the simulated day is to test members of the population for the disease,
accounting for persons (asymptomatic) who may submit to a spontaneous test, and the
probability of symptomatic persons seeking testing.

Results and Discussion
When evaluating the simulation, the metric used was the infected proportion of the
population after 10 years. Ten years was chosen in order to capture an average infection
prevalence of around 50%, which allows ample room to both evaluate changes in outcomes
through parameter changes. With the standard parameter values, the average infection
prevalence after 10 years was 48.71% over 4732 trials.
Two types of analysis were performed on the model. The first set involved 4732 trials
(simulations) using the standard parameters, and collecting data on the 4,732,000 simulated
agents (1000 agents x 4732 trials) generated for these trials. By measuring correlations
between agent parameters and infection outcomes, some trends regarding individual risk can
be identified. The second type of analysis involved using the standard parameter values for
all parameters but one, and varying a single parameter through a range of values. These trials
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can be used to investigate the results of general policy or behaviour changes applied to the
entire population.
Individual Risk:
Condom use: The most pronounced impacts related to condom use. Condom use while
healthy and single was strongly related to an individual's risk of acquiring an infection (Fig.
1). Condom use while single and aware of being infected is strongly correlated to the
likelihood of passing the infection to others (Fig. 2).

Figure 1: Individual Risk vs. Condom Use (Healthy & Single)

Figure 2: Infection Spread to Others vs. Condom Use (Infected & Single)
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Sexual availability was correlated with individual risk of acquiring an infection. However,
the risk of infection remains near 25% even for persons who are never available for sex, due
to the possibility of acquiring infection through partners in monogamous relationships
(accounting for a degree of ‘cheating’).
The risk of infection was only moderately affected by an agent’s average number of friends,
with nine friends corresponding to an infection risk of 55.2% and having one friend
corresponding to an infection risk of 46.5%. Since a large proportion of seeking occurs
through the friend network, the proximity of a person to potential partners through the friend
network will impact frequency of interaction.
Population Data:
In comparison with the individual data in the previous section, the population data was
obtained by changing the standard model parameters, one by one, thereby of changing the
properties and behaviour of the entire population. Four parameters were varied: condom use,
promiscuity, time between mandatory testing, and cliquey-ness of the friend network. In total,
60 discrete values of each of the four noted parameters parameter were tested, and the
simulation results were averaged over 50 repeated simulation runs at each value.
Condom Use: Global changes to condom use have a very significant effect on the disease
prevalence (Fig. 3), with an infection prevalence of 97.4% and 13.9% with mean condom use
of 0 and 1, respectively. Dramatic changes to condom have the potential to reduce the
infection prevalence by more than a factor of 7.
Figure 3 shows a steep change in infection prevalence at a mean condom use between 60%
and 80%, suggesting a threshold over which the ubiquitous use of condoms severely slows
the spread of infection. Beyond this level, the benefits from higher condom attenuate.

Figure 3: Infection Prevalence vs. Population Condom Use
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Promiscuity: The impact of promiscuity was simulated by controlling availability for sex and
sex-seeking characteristics. Population infection prevalence ranged from 48.7%, 13.6% and
88.2% with promiscuity parameters at standard, halved, and doubled values, respectively.
Mandatory Infection Testing: This parameter varied the length between mandatory infection
testing of all individuals (including healthy, asymptomatic) from daily testing to testing every
14.7 years, in increments of 91 days. The infection prevalence decreased steadily as the test
interval decreased. Annual testing resulted in population infection prevalence of 15.3%.
With testing at 14.7 year intervals, the population infection prevalence dropped from 48.7%
(the standard model) to 43.0%. Even in the impractical scenario of daily mandatory testing,
an endemic level of infection remains in the population.
Friend Network: The impact of the form of the friend network was examined by altering the
connectedness of the network. The results showed no meaningful correlation between the
form of the friend network and infection prevalence within the population.

Conclusion
There are some known limitations to this agent-based model for STI spread. While the 16
parameters act both independently and in combination and represent numerous complex
combinations and many unique agent profiles, they nonetheless do not capture the full range
of agent profiles, agent behaviours, and infection transmission dynamics within a population.
For example, this model only considers opposite-sex sexual encounters. Second, in this
simulation, agents never leave the population and new agents do not enter the population.
Agents remain in state and are immortal, representing a simplification of real movement of
people into and out of networks. Furthermore, in this model, the agent behavioural
probabilities (seeking, condom use, etc.) remain the same, regardless of whether the overall
infection prevalence within the population is low or high. In reality, some behaviour
modification is initiated when infection prevalence rises due to personal knowledge of risk
and public health messages. Population norming becomes a feedback mechanism (e.g. public
health messages toward hand hygiene and cough etiquette during pandemic influenza). In
this model, a sexual encounter is equated with an infection transmission with some
probability (determined by interacting agent parameters). In reality, the mapping of the
sexual encounter to infection transmission is more complex, as disease epidemiology needs to
be taken into account. It is known, for example, that the rate of transmission may be
dependent on the stage of a disease, which is not accounted for in the current model.
Notwithstanding the limitations, the qualitative results of the model correspond well with
known priorities in STI mitigation strategies. This finding supports the objective of
determining the potential and suitability of the ABM methodology to the context of STI
spread, and an STI-ABM’s future potential as a tool in public health decision-making and
policy. A person can significantly control their individual infection risk by using a condom
and avoiding non-monogamous sex. This result is intuitive and supported by simulation.
However, individual risk is not reduced as easily or dramatically through individual
behaviour modification as it is through collective behavioural changes in the population
which reduces collective risk. This mirrors the impact of vaccination for childhood diseases,
where protection is only achieved through population-wide compliance. This result is also
intuitive, considering the cascading effects within a network, where collective behaviour
changes are amplified because individuals benefit from the changes to their own behaviour
and also from the reduction in risk due to the change in behaviour of their peers. This makes
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a strong case for public health policy promoting sexual health, such as the promotion of
condom use and responsible sexual behaviour.
Mandatory testing for STIs can have a very strong effect in limiting their spread. Challenges
including the lack of incentive for testing particularly if asymptomatic, the personal
disincentives (e.g. potential embarrassment), and the stigma attached to STIs.
This work has presented an agent-based modelling framework for the simulation of sexually
transmitted infection spread within a population of 1000 people, over a 10-year period, in
order to explore the applicability of the ABM approach to STI modelling. While these results
provide some preliminary support for the suitability of the ABM methodology to an STI
application, all of these results need to be more robustly explored and verified by developing
the ABM further to address the stated limitations. In general, the methodology is well suited
to practitioners and educators, and lends itself to qualitative assessments of various mitigation
and control measures related to STI spread. There is considerable refinement that may be
easily undertaken as the ABM methodology explicitly facilitates dialog within an easily
communicated lexicon.
An accompanying YouTube video illustrating the model and evolving network can be found
at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AqL8mBgns8U
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